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DocuMAP1881 

The logic and scope of MAP:  Montréal l'avenir du passé  
The MAP files offer a scaffolding on which to build a historical-geographical dataspace to suit yourself. 

We used MAP as our playground, each time-frame as a sandbox for erecting elements captured from 

available data. These have been fitted and keyed together. To take advantage of the best available maps, 

we privileged certain benchmark dates: 1825, 1846, 1861, 1881, 1903. Each interval brackets a 

spectacular building boom. Georeferenced images and some initial shape files exist to extend the 

framing to 1911, 1949, 1964, and 2000.  

 

 

The philosophy is a desire to share hardwon data and to create a system that will grow by continual add-

ons: new layers, new variables, and new links among them. It's a working model such as you might 

build with Leggo or Tinker Toy. Embedded in world coordinates, the scaffolding can be extended to the 

surrounding region or applied to other cities. From the thinking of a dozen grad students at Milennium 

2000, the system was conceived to serve many users, many purposes, to tap various disciplines, and to 

portray events in a geographic space, a time space and a social space.  

To create map layers, we used proprietary software (ESRI ArcView, later ArcGIS), but any of the shape 

file sets can be opened in other GIS programs such as the free open-source QGIS. The various datasets 

(dbf) can be opened in programs like MS-Access or Filemaker Pro, with all the possibilities for taking 

advantage of the link variables for relational database. As an independent table, any of the dbf datasets 

can be opened in Excel or Calc (Libre Office) and searched or sorted or summed...  

For more detail on the newly developed  layers for 1901, on the other time-slices, and on the team who 

created the system (maybe including friends of yours in Montreal or across Canada), see the download 

MAPdocu1903.pdf and explore three other websites which display features of the evolution of the city 

and the project: https://mun.ca/mapm/ ,  https://espace.cieq.ca , https://lhpm.uqam.ca 
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The 1881 MAP Geobase  
The value of the MAP approach is in the links created − between sources, between people, between 

places, between generations.  For the City of Montreal in 1881 the links are developed among the most 

comprehensive sources: the Census of Canada, the municipal taxroll of owners, the taxroll of occupants, 

and the city's business directory. Although the census did not record addresses, matching census records 

to taxroll records allowed us to put 80% of the people precisely on the lot as it appears on the finely 

detailed Goad map (published at 100 feet to the inch). This means that all those sources can now be 

visualized in the urban space. The linkage allows us to recover the streetscape logic in the creation of the 

sources, and the ways in which people created apartheid or togetherness.   

All of the MAP datasets (formatted .dbf)  can be opened, sorted, manipulated, or printed in Excel or 

Libre Office Calc, imported without difficulty into SPSS, Filemaker or other packages. The map layers 

are sets of shapefiles readable in QGIS (freeware), ArcGIS and other GIS packages. 

To see the maps, you will need to tell your GIS program that the layers have (all) been projected to 

match the standard preferred by the City of Montréal and the Province of Québec: This is known as  

NAD 1983 MTM 8, one of the coordinate systems classed as 'National Grids/Canada'. The modern 

standard is known as EPSG:2950 (See https://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/2950/  ) NAD83(CSRS) / 

MTM zone 8 , WGS84 Bounds: -75.0000, 44.9900, -72.0000, 62.5600; Projected Bounds: 186520.9794, 

4984429.4038, 423079.0206, 6939545.2562. Area: Canada - Quebec - 75°W to 72°W. 

A cautionary note at first download:  Keep a set of shape files together, with their common rootname, 

and do not add or delete a line (record) from the .dbf member. These files are interdependent. To inspect 

the data, you might make a copy of the .dbf file.  

You are welcome to everything, under Creative Commons CC 0 license conditions. Entering the MAP 

playground, you are joining a large team. We ask that you reference MAP, Montréal l'avenir du passé, 

as well as the original database compilers, and the site of downloads. For many other contributors, see 

https://map.cieq.ca/fr/projet/contributors.html. McGill Libraries, the Geography Department and their 

McGill Geographic Information Centre have participated for over 20 years. 

The MAP program for 1881 is complete as planned, with precision to the lot. A first version was 

published on cd-rom in October 2010. The value for searching and extracting data from census, taxroll 

and Lovell's directory can be appreciated in the on-line application at the Laboratoire d'histoire  et de 

patrimoine de Montréal (UQÀM):  https://schemamontreal.uqam.ca/projets/montreal-en-1881  . 

The elaborate linkages offer potential for queries that will furnish a dozen theses! The rents reported in 

the taxrolls offer a measure of purchasing power of a family or the 'status' of a neighbourhood. The 

assessed rental values provide a yardstick for floor area occupied (about $20 per room per year). The 

building footprints retraced from the Goad Atlas give a more vivid impression of the city and make 

navigation easier. Precision of the street spaces and building footprints permit calculation of the sizes of 

buildings, for pursuing study of the relationships between architectural form, economic return, and 

social claims. By overlay of the modern building footprints you can discover how much (or how little) 

has survived of the city of 1881.  

Missing are maplinks for lots in suburban municipalities, but raw materials exist: the census file is here, 

legacy taxrolls of St Henri, Sainte-Cunégonde and other municipalities annexed since 1880  can be 

consulted (microfilm) at the Service des Archives, Ville de Montréal, with addresses than can be 

matched to the lots and house numbers shown on the Hopkins Atlas of 1879 (images in McGill Libraries 

and at BAnQ). They are not the house numbers of today, but they can be de-coded and re-coded.  
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The Appendix below lists the variables in the 1881 downloads from MAP. (Translation of the 

definitions is underway.) More documentation can be found in both French and English at 

https://map.cieq.ca/, and at  https://www.mun.ca/mapm/  .   

 

The original sources for the 1881 layers   
The 1881 data were transcribed and digitized in the years 2000-2002. Each source and each file is the 

product of collective authorship. We improved the process over the years, but there are many flaws, and 

we would appreciate your corrections or contributions of supplementary files you create. 

You can verify the data, fill a gap or correct errors of transcription, from the sources we used: 

* Census of Canada for April 1881, index accessible at http://automatedgenealogy.com/;   images, as 

they appear on the microfilms of the tally sheets submitted by census-takers, at 

www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/archivianet/  En français vous trouverez ici une bonne description des 

questions et des définitions des recenseurs:  https: //www.phsvq.cieq.ulaval.ca  Population et histoire de 

la Ville de Québec. The digital MAP version treats the census data as two files: a set of households and 

the people who were members of those households. 

* Taxroll of Ville de Montréal, June 1880, is also treated as two datasets: a set of properties (each with 

its owner and value and location) and the set of occupants - the households or businesses on that 

property. The document  listed households ward by ward, street by street, house by house for a tax 

collector on foot! The original handwritten version can be accessed at  https://archivesdemontreal.ica-

atom.org/informationobject/browse?collection=431629&view=card&onlyMedia=1&topLod=0&sort=re

ferenceCode&sortDir=asc  (Find the right year, then the ward you want, help at 

consultation_archives@ville.montreal.qc.ca )  Most tenants of June 1880 were still at the same address 

in early April 1881 for the census-taker's inquiry. (Many moves occurred about 1 May when leases had 

to be renewed.) 

* Lovell's Directory for Montreal, June 1880, accessible in alphabetical order of names of head of 

household or in street-by-street house-by-house order, at https://numerique.banq.qc.ca (select Patrimoine 

québécois, Lovell).   

* The historic map images (Goad 1881 and Hopkins 1879), can be viewed or downloaded, plate by 

plate, from Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec: https://www.banq.qc.ca/collections/ 

cartes_plans/ressources_BAnQ/doc_cartographiques/  At the GIC we are (August 2021) organizing 

access to the georegistered versions.  

 

What can you do with the data?  
You can search the files for an individual or an address. You can compile from the census simple 

information such as population density or numbers of servants by census division, by street segment, or 

by Lewis districts. From the taxroll, also comprehensive, you can compile property value (land and 

buildings), identify the owners of the property and the occupants (dwellings or businesses), by district or 

street segment. You can formulate more queries for particular occupations or age-groups, or select and 

examine a sample of your choice. By linking the related tables on their key variables, you can prepare 

reliable thematic maps of distributions. Most important, you can add new variables for data you have 

collected. You might add photographs or architectural plans for a zoom to local detail. In addition to 

research potential, the files offer opportunities for teaching historical methods from digital sources. 

mailto:consultation_archives@ville.montreal.qc.ca
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The maps in Portfolio80.pdf are examples of studies made using the 1881 layers. They come from 

papers where members of the MAP team describe their methods: 

Gauvreau, Danielle, Sherry Olson, & Patricia Thornton. 2008. Mobilité sociale dans une ville 

industrielle nord-américaine, Montréal 1880 à 1900. Annales de démographie historique, 1, no. 115: 

89−114   

Gilliland, Jason A., Sherry H. Olson, & Danielle Gauvreau. 2011. Did segregation increase as the city 

expanded? The case of Montreal, 1881−1901. Social Science History 35:4 (Winter): 465−503 

Sweeny, Robert C. H. 2015. Why Did We Choose to Industrialize ? Montreal, 1819−1849,  McGill-

Queen’s University Press, pp. 279-310 

Sweeny, Robert C.H. 2020. Divvying up space: Housing segregation and national identity in early 

twentieth-century Montréal, pp. 111−127 (ch. 5) in R.C.H. Sweeny et al., Sharing Spaces, University of 

Ottawa Press 

These papers critique the taxroll source: 

Heaman, Elsbeth. 2017. Tax, Order, and Good Government: A New Political History of Canada 

1867−1917. MQUP 

Levine, Gregory J. 1984. Criticizing the assessment: views of the property evaluation process in 

Montreal 1870−1920 and their implications for historical geography. Canadian Geographer 28, no. 3: 

276−284 

To appraise the housing and habitat of Montreal ca 1880, these are helpful: 

Dufaux, François, & Sherry Olson. 2009. Reconstruire Montréal, rebâtir sa fortune. Revue de 

Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec 1: 44−57 

Dufaux, François, & Sherry Olson. 2009. Reconstruire Montréal, rebâtir sa fortune. Revue de 

Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec 1: 44−57 

Lauzon, Gilles. 2014. Pointe-Saint-Charles : L’urbanisation d’un quartier ouvrier de Montréal, 1840–

1930. Montréal: Septentrion  

Lauzon, Gilles. 2020. Eau courante, toilettes à eau, et dernières latrines à Montréal, 1856−1915. Revue 

d'histoire de l'Amérique française 73−4 (Printemps):  7−33 

 

 

For helpful websites, demonstration packages, a fuller account of the creation of MAP and its endless 

possibilities, see DocuMAP1903.pdf  
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Appendix  Structure for MAP geobases 1880, downloads and storage (as of 15 
August 2021). These are listed in two sections - the spatial sets and the 
datasets - the files alphabetical in each section. 

 
I Geobases, each a set of 3-5 shape files. A set should be kept in the same 
directory, with the common rootname, manipulated and modified only in the 
GIS program. (But you can always make a copy of the .dbf member of the set, 
open it to inspect the data or explore it in some other software such as 
Excel of SPSS.)  
 
BLOCKS.dbf  Member of shapefile set    
Polygon coverage of city blocks (îlôts), It covers the city and the 
surrounding municipal parishes to 1912. This makes it possible to aggregate 
data, to evaluate built coverage, population density or property valuation 
over two centuries. The outlines were revised May 2021 to regroup pieces of 
a block within the lines of streets. 
 
N records 2755, last update 24/05/2021 
  Field Name  Type  Width Decimal places      
  AREASQM     Num       8    Map measure rounded to 1 square meter          
  IDBLOCK     Num       4    Key to map of city blocks (îlots)     
  PLATEREF81  Char     11    Reference to Goad Atlas 1881          
  PLATE1912   Char      4    Reference to Goad Atlas 1912  
  CTRACT81    Char      3    Census of 1881 poll          
  X_COORD     Num      18 5  Coordinates of centroid, metric          
  Y_COORD     Num      18 5  "        "  
  NUMPARTS    Num       8    (there are still several)          
  THORNDIST   Char      3    Thornton districts, applicable 1881-1903 
 
  
BLDGS80.DBF Member of shapefile set    
Building footprints have been re-traced from Goad as digital polygons on 
screen, coded for structural materials, and the area outlined (square meters 
map measure). There is a strong correlation between size and materials. The 
Goad maps were conceived for the fire insurance industry, and contain 
additional information about watersupply and high-risk structures. We have 
no systematic information about the heights of the buildings, available on 
later editions of Goad maps.     
 
N records 42045, last update 04/08/2013 
  Field Name  Type  Width Decimal place      
  ID_BLDG     Num      8         Id of building polygon (arbitrary)          
  MATERIAL    Char    14         Label codes for structural materials            
  AREA_M2     Num      7         Area square meters map measure          
  BLDG_LOT    Num      8         First 5 digits=Lotlink 
  X_COORD     Num     18      5  Centroid of the polygon, metric projection          
  Y_COORD     Num     18      5  "          
  NUMPARTS    Num      8         For 220 buildings, parts, 2-3-4          
  NUMHOLES    Num      8         For ___ buildings, holes          
  LOTLINK     Num      5         Link to the lot shown on map Lots1881          
  BLOCKID     Num      4         ID of city block          
  CTRACT81    Char     3         Census poll in which buildings is located          
  MATCODE     Char     1         Structural materials coded from Goad map   
  THORNDIST   Char  3         Thornton district (1881-1912) 
 
Materials codes: w Wood frame, d brick or stone  
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CTRACT81.dbf     Member of shapefile set     
A set of 'census tract' polygons has been constructed from the Census of 
1881 variables of Subdivision and Poll, for Montreal and suburbs. No data 
were ever published for these smallest units (the electoral poll), and no 
contemporary map has been found. The MAP team inferred the limits by mapping 
census household heads to taxroll addresses of those who were property 
owners. The boundaries run down the middle of major streets.    
                  
N records: 89, last update 27/08/2006 
  Field Name  Type    Width                            
  CTRACT1881  Char       3   Electoral subdivision and poll           
  AREA        Num       16   Map measure rounded to sq meter         
             
 
 
G80PORCH.DBF     Member of shapefile set   
Outlines of Wood porches attached to houses. This architectural feature is 
specific to a certain era and certain neighbourhoods. All but a dozen are 
wood frame, and many are associated with bay windows on the street façade. 
It supplements the BLDGS80 file. 
File was created by Robert C.H. Sweeny from plates of Goad atlas of 1881.  
 
N records 810, last update 26/01/2020 
  Field Name  Type       Width  dec     
  ID          Numeric        5     Objectid arbitrary              
  MATERIAL    Character      1     d brick or stone (a dozen) 
         w woodenframe  
  AREA        Numeric        4  1  Map measure 
  BLDG_LOT    Numeric        7     First 5 digits match lotlink              
  X_COORD     Numeric       18  5  Centroid, metric coordinates          
  Y_COORD     Numeric       18  5  "          
    
      
  
INXG1881.dbf   Member of shapefile set  
This indexes the plates of the Goad Atlas of 1881, to identify the map image 
you may want to examine, available as jpg georegistered.   
N records: 89, last update 23/08/2006 
   ID   NUM    8 Objectid  
   HALFPLATE CHAR   8 Refers to image 
   PLATE  CHAR   2   Goad plate number (label) 
   WARD     CHAR  15 Ward of the city 
   NOTE       CHAR  10 Landmarks 
Organization of plates matches 1890, but the numbers differ. See G90INDEX. 
 
 
LEWISDIS.DBF         Member of shapefile set  
Map of Lewis Districts, suitable for mapping or comparing data for Montreal, 
city and suburbs, throughout the span 1825-1912. The district is a compact 
aggregate of street segments (see SPOINT81). The segments were designed by 
David Hanna and Robert Lewis, with the object of homogeneity of housing 
type: the smallest 'neighbourhood' we could define with statistical value. 
Because the segments are twin block-faces (both sides of the street), 
district lines are not identical with the limits of a census division, a 
Thornton district, or a municipal ward, all of which have boundaries drawn 
along a major street. 
 
N records 54, last update 15/06/2019       
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   Field Name  Type       Width Dec   
   ID          Num            8       Code (numeric)            
   LEWISDIST   Char           2       Code for Lewis district            
   CITYRES     Char           3       Code             
   AREA        Num           16       Map measure in square meters        
   X_COORD     Num           18  5    centroid map coordinates metric        
   Y_COORD     Num           18  5    centroid map coordinates metric       
   
The Lewis district code is the same as the first two digits of SEG. A Lewis 
district encompasses the same territory at any date: 1825-1912.                       
Codes Cityres: c81= Part of City of Montreal in 1881, c03= annexed by 1903. 
 
                   
LOTS1880.dbf Member of shapefile set  
Cadastral lots, Ville de Montréal. Polygons are drawn from taxroll 
information and indications of Goad maps of 1881. 
This file was created under supervision of Robert C.H. Sweeny. 
To ensure the integrity of the links among the four taxroll files (LOTS1880, 
ROLL1880, OWNERS80, OCCUPT80) and their behaviour as a GIS, do not add or 
remove a record from the LOTS1880.dbf.  
 
N records: 12229, last update 29/05/2021 
Field  Field Name  Type   Width Dec      
  
  IDWARD      Num      2     Numeric id for ward              
  IDLOT1880   Num      5     Key variable (map and taxroll)      
  SEG1881     Char     4     Street segment code for 1881          
  AREALOT     Num     10     Map measure rounded to sq meter          
  X_COORD     Num     18  5  Map coordinates centroid metric           
  Y_COORD     Num     18  5  Map coordinates centroid metric           
  NUMPARTS    Num      8     Lot has more than 1 polygon (88 cases)  
  IDBLOCK     Num      4     City block number      
  RELIGOWNER  Char     1     Religion of owner for schooltax purpose              
  IDOWNER    Num  5     Unique identifier for owner of the lot 
  THORNDIS    char     3     Thornton district (applicable 1881 & 1901) 
 
Codes RELIGION, as recorded for distribution of schooltax: c catholic, p 
protestant, e exempt of schooltax, n neutral (distributed in proportion to 
pupils of the two commissions). Jewish owners were variously registered c, 
p, or n.  
(30 or 40 lots have no Blockid, fall outside the outlines.) 
 
 
LOVELL81 A digital file of the 1881 Lovell directory of Montreal, as well as 
a digital application for its display, can be downloaded from the website  
https://www.mun.ca/mapm/   Further linkage is underway (June 2021). 
 
 
RAIL1880.dbf   member of shapefile (arcs) 
Sketch of railway lines in the city, simplified from Goad atlas of 1881. 
These do not include full display of railway yards or industrial sidings. 
The city's rail connections were under construction in the 1880s, in 
conjunction with the completion of the QMO&O and Canadian Pacific across the 
continent (1886). 
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SEG81ARC.dbf   Member of shapefile     
Designed for linear display of population characteristics by street segment. 
(See SPOINT81.dbf) 
N records 938, last update  28/01/2006 
   Field Name  Type  Width           
   ID         Num       8                   
   SEG1881    Char      4   Street segment 1881                
 
 
SNAMES81.dbf          Member of shapefile 
Streetnames, Montreal 1881, for labeling the streets on a map. Names, 
standardized by MAP team from contemporary usage in Lovell's & Goad's, 
require tinkering to apply to English or French publications. For modern 
names, French, see SIURS 2000, some changes have occurred since. 
 
N records  885, last update 22/10/2003 
  Field Name  Type  Width      
  ID         Num       8  (arbitrary)                 
  STNAME      Char     20  Street name   
        
 
SPOINT81.dbf    Member of shapefile set     
Street segments of 1881, City of Montréal and surrounding suburban towns and 
parishes. These are twin block-faces, that is both sides of the street, odd 
and even numbers between two cross-streets. A segment may include 'lane 
off'. The segments were created by David Hanna and Robert Lewis for analysis 
of housing types, as displayed in Historical Atlas of Canada, vol. II and 
III. Segmentation was designed to meet two criteria: homogeneity of rents 
and a minimum of 30 households. For point representation, each segment is 
mapped to midpoint of the address range. For a linear representation like a 
streetmap, see SEG81ARC.   
 
N records 438, last update 28/07/2013 
 
  Field    Type Width Dec 
  SEG1881   Char 4    Street segment (key to map)        
  NHH       Num  4    Number of dwellings (households)             
  NBUS81    Num  4    Number of business spaces             
  BUSRENTPC Num  6  2 Business rents as % of all units         
  SCLUS81   Char 1    Cluster for occupational profile             
  ELEV      Num  3    Elevation (feet) at midpoint             
  LMED81    Num  5  2 Median rent expressed log10    
  IQR81     Num  5  2 Interquartile range of rents log10         
  SEGLEV81  Num  1    Status level based on rents, 1 low to 5 high              
  TOTRENTDW Num  6    Total rents in the segment $/year             
  PCLABOR   Num  6  2 Labourers as % of heads reporting occupation         
  MEDRENTDW Num  4    Median of rents $/year             
  DIVERSITY Num  3    Diversity of occupants 1881, Shannon measure 0-100                   
  X_coord  Num 18  5  Map coordinates metric projection  
  Y_coord  Num 18  5 "   
 
Coding for Diversity: Claude Shannon 1948, formula and application discussed 
in Gilliland, Olson and Gauvreau, Social Science History 2011, 473. 
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STREETYR.dbf     Member of shapefile set   
Evolution of street network 1825-1900. Color coding for five dates displays 
the development of streets from successive maps: Adams 1825, Cane 1846, 
Military map (1868), Goad 1880, Pinsonnault 1907.  
The file was created by François Dufaux. 
Few streets disappear over the century, but the changes in their names make 
it unsatisfactory for labeling at a particular date, see instead SNAMES81.  
 
N records 1302, last update 03/06/2012 
 
  Field Name  Type  Width       
  ID          Num       8                   
  LENGTH      Num      16   Span opened (meters) in interval                
  Z1825       Num      1    Appears on map at this date                 
  Z1846       Num      1    "               
  Z1866       Num      1    "               
  Z1880       Num      1    "               
  Z1900       Num      1    "               
  NAME        Char     16   Street name & date of observation                
  SEQUENCE    Num       1   Observation set                
  WARDS       Char     16                   
  YEAR        Num       4   Year first observed                
  STNAME      Char     20   Street name for labeling  
 
 
THORNDIS.dbf dbf   Member of shapefile set 
Map of Thornton districts suitable for comparing 1881 and 1901 data, 
based on original census divisions of 1881. Within the city of 1903, they 
differentiate socially meaningful areas, large enough for statistical control and 
sampling and cartographic display of most variables. They are not so helpful for 
the suburban municipalities. The districts were created by adjusting Census of 1881 
divisions to accommodate territory annexed in the interval 1880-1903, consistent 
with tests by P. Thornton. In West, Center and East wards, where resident 
populations are small, the several polls in the ward have have been combined.                    
 
N records  77, last update 22/12/2020 
                
Field  Field Name  Type       Width      
    1  ID2         Numeric        3                   
    2  AREAM2      Numeric        8   Area of district, sq meters map measure                               
    3  WARD        Character      3   Ward (as of 1903) alpha code                
    4  NHH1881     Numeric        6   Number of households in the district                
    5  NHH1901     Numeric        6   Number of households in the district                
    6  IDTHORN     Character      3   Key to map            
 
 
TOPO50.dbf    Member of shapefile 
50-meter isoquants for topography 
N records 47, last update 08/03/2021 
  Field Name  Type       Width      
  ID          Num       5     Objectid              
  ELEVATION   Num      10     Meters              
   
  
TPOINT80.dbf   Member of shapefile set    
Occupants registered in the taxroll of June 1880 are mapped as points on 
cadastral lots of the property owner, with rent of residential unit. For 
about two-thirds (19788), the occupant household is recognized as one of the 
census households of 1881, and identified by the variable SERIAL, with 
household size and ethnicity compiled from CFAM1881.dbf (census households). 
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N records 31120, last update 22/02/2016 
 
  Field Name  Type Width Decimal            
  IDWARD      Num    1   Numeric id for ward    
  IDLOT1881   Num    5   Key variable unique identifier for lot       
  IDTENANT    Num    6   Unique identifier of rentable unit       
  RESID       Char   1   Codes distinguish residential units            
  CPOLL1881   Char   3   Census subdivision & poll 1881  
  SERIAL      Num    6   Census of 1881 household identifier 
  HHETH       Char   3   Ethnic origin cues from census            
  HHSIZE      Num    3   Number of persons in census household  
  SEG1881     Char   4   Street segment code for 1881            
  RENT_DW     Num    4   Rental value from taxroll $/year            
  THORNDIST   Char   3   Thornton district applicable 1881-1903  
  X_COORD    Num   18 5 Map coordinates, metric, projected 
  Y_COORD    Num   18 5 Map coordinates, metric, projected 
  IDBLOCK     Num    4   City block (îlôt) applicable 1825-2000  
  
Codes RESID: y=yes (a dwelling), n=no, a, i=industrial, v=vacant, or blank 
(75 lots do not have an Idblock, may fall outside the outlines.) 
 
 
WARD1881.dbf Member of shapefile set (in goad1881)  
City limits of Ville de Montréal 1881, as mapped from Goad 1881, with 
boundaries of administrative wards. This file can also be used as a backdrop 
for display of points or arcs. n records;  9, last update  06/03/2004 
WARDNUM     Num       2       Numeric code for ward           
WARDNAME    Char     12       Municipal ward 
WARDCODE    Char      3    Alpha code for Ward 
The numeric for the ward is coded into the Idlot and Idtenant, 
Example: ward 9 stmary has lots 90001, and occupants 900001... 
 
 
WATER80.DBF    Member of shapefile 
Displays St Lawrence River and Lachine Canal 
N records 25, last update 27/11/2010 
  Field Name  Type   Width      
  ID          Num       8                   
  WATER       Char     16                   
  
  
II Datsets readable as independent files in dbf4 or higher, in Excel or 
Calc, but related by key variables to the geographic (map) layers.  
       
CFAM1881.dbf 
This digital version of the Census of April 1881 for the City of Montréal 
and suburbs is organized as two related files. The CFAM1881 file locates the 
record in the microfilm series (now on line) and infers some characteristics 
(household size and relationships) from the file of individuals CPOP1881.  
Assignment by the MAP team of a Txpoint and Lotlink make it possible to 
associate at least two thirds with a household and address in the taxroll of 
June 1880 (see TPOINT80 and ROLL1880). 
 
N records 36681, last update 16/10/2020 
  
  Field Name  Type    Width      
  IDHEAD      Num     9    Link to CPOP1901 position1 (ID1901)   
  REEL        Num     5    microfilm reel census         
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  VOLUME      Num     2    census volume   
  PAGE        Num     3    census page of division     
  LINE        Num     2    census line on page   
  SERIAL      Num     6    Unique identifier of census household,    

 Sequence of data entry, do not modify!  
  HHNBR       Num     4    Household number in census 
  HHSIZE      Num     3    Number of persons in household               
  CDISTRICT   Num     2    Census district 
  SUBDLET     Char    1    Census subdistrict          
  DIVNO       Num     2    Census division               
  SUBDNAME    Char   21    Census subdistrict name 
  LOTLINK     Num     5    Key variable to map polygon Lots1881 
  BABY        Char    5    Birth in Thornton cohort of 1879-80     
  CTRACT81    Char    3    Census 1881 poll 
  THORNDIST   char    3    Districts for comparison with Census of 1901  
  TXPOINT     Num     6    Link to mapped address TPOINT80.dbf  
  HHTYPE      Num     6    Codes, inferred, see HHTYPES.dbf                
  HHETH       Char    3    Codes, composite lang/relig           
  NEWLAST     Char   17    Surname of individual          
  NEWFIRST    Char   25    Given name of individual          
  COMMENT     Char   50    See note        
  NSERVANTS   Num     2    Number of servants in household               
  NAME2       Char   17    'Nom dit' or a cue to married name               
  SEG1881     Char    4    Street segment code        
  LEWISDIST   Char    2    Lewis district, applicable 1825-1912 
  OLEVEL      Char    1    Occupational status code of household head 
  SEGLEVEL    Char    1    Status of street of residence (rent level)             
  CITYRES     Char    3    Coded C81 in city limits of 1881   
  MOTHERS     Num 3    Number of married Women 15-49 in household 
  UNDER5      Num 3    Number of children age under 5 years 
  BOARDERS    Num 3    Number of 'unrelated' persons in household 
 
Serial: unique identifier of the household, attributed by Lisa Dillon's CCRI 
team (Canadian Century Research Initiative), in the order of data entry from 
microfilm, distinguished according to the “Family” column (#6) of the census 
poll. The household may include more than one conjugal family. 
Olevel codes: based on median rent of household heads in same occupation, 
high a to low f  
Comments variable: Content is considerable but heterogeneous. Many have a 
Serial referring to a related household; infants, institutions named, 
Boarders: The count of household members (CPOP1901) tagged Indsit=70, 
interpreted by Gauvreau team as 'Independent with no apparent relation to 
other members of the household'; excluded from the sum are people of same 
surname, household servants and employees. 
 
CPOP1881.dbf    
Residents of the the City of Montreal and suburban municipalities, as 
reported in the Census of Canada of April 1881. For household aggregates 
(Serial) and map links (Tpoint), see the twin file CFAM1881.dbf. This 
digital version was created from the earlier Canada-wide project piloted by 
Lisa Dillon and Chad Gaffield. Verifications and corrections can be made by 
reference to images now on-line of the microfilmed manuscript pages.  
  
N records: 180847, last update: 04/11/2019 
 
Field name   Type  Width   Definition        
 *IID1881     Num      9   Unique identifier of census individual       
 *SERIAL      Num      6   Key variable for household, original sequence       
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  PERNUM      Num      3   Order of persons in the household           
  NAMEFIRST   Char    25   Given name as transcribed              
  NAMELAST    Char    30   Surname as transcribed         
  AGE         Num      3   Age (years)         
  AGEMONTH    Num      2   Age (months) if <1 year              
  DBIRTHMO    Char     3   Month of birth              
  DBIRTHPL    Char    20   Birthplace: province of Canada or country              
  BIRPLCODE   Num      6   Birthplace coded              
  DRELIGN     Char    20   Religious affiliation as recorded              
  RELIGCODE   Num      4   Religious affiliation coded 
  DOCCUP      Char    20   Occupation         
  NAPHISCO    Num      5   Occupation coded         
  DORIGIN     Char    25   Origins as recorded         
  ORIGINCODE  Num      4   Origins coded              
  MARITAL     Num      1   Marital status: 1 married, 5 widowed, 6 single                
  FLAGCROSS   Num      1   1 if crossed out in ms (8 cases)                 
  ETH         Char     3   Cultural groups coded                  
  ETHGRP      Char     3   Cultural groups re-Coded                   
  NEWLAST     Char    17   Surname, spellings standardized            
  NEWFIRST    Char    25   Given name, spelling standardized            
  COMMENT     Char    64    
  AGEGRP5     Char     5   Ages coded to Infants and 5-year age groups                 
  MAIDEN      Char    17   Maiden name inferred or recovered            
  SCHOOL      Char     1   Reported in school last year                
  FAMID       Num      8       Unique identifier of 'families' (parent-child),        
       created by concatenating SERIAL and FPERNUM            
  TITLE       Char    20   Title: mrs, sir, hon, soeur ...           
  INFIRM      Char    10   Codes                
  RELIGIOUS   Num      1   Member of a religious community (nuns, brothers)                
  LIVEINHELP  Num      1   Servant in residence                
  OCC_CLEAN   Char    32   Occupation, spellings standardized           
  SEX         Char     1   f or m                
  INDSIT      Num      2   Role in household, see ROLECODE.dbf  
       inferred from age, sex, marital status, order  
  OCCSTATUS   Num      1   Codes see PROFCODE.dbf               
  OCCSECTOR   Char     2   Codes see PROFCODE.dbf               
  OCC_CODE    Char     3   Codes see PROFCODE.dbf           
  PAGE        Num      3   Page number in the poll                
  LINE        Num      2   Line number on the page                
  IID1901     Char    14   Link to Census of 1901 if found   
  DESTIN      Char    14   survival to 1901 if known  
  BALSID      Num      7   Link to a marriage record (incomplete)   
 
ETH: Codes attributed by MAP team from crossclassification of Religions (C 
Catholic, P Protestant, J Jewish, and Birthplace/Origins England, France, 
Ireland, Other: EC, EP, FC, FP, IC, IP, OC, OP, SC, SP, JW, OT,  
ETHGRP: Codes aggregated to specify largest language-religion groups: FC, 
IC, IP. JW, PR, OT 
NAPHISCO: see Dillon  
                        
FAMTYPE.dbf     
Codes for family types developed by Gauvreau and Sauriol from analysis of 
Census of 1901, and applied to Census of 1881. The 'family' is treated here 
as a parents-and-children unit; there may be more than one such family in a 
single household. 
N records  35, last update  02/06/2021                
    Field Name  Type       Width      
    NHH         Numeric       10    Number of households coded 
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    FAMTYPE3    Character     20    Defines the structure               
    FAMTYPCODE  Numeric        3    Code for family type   
 
 
HHTYPES.dbf  
Census of 1881 households of Montreal and suburbs were categorized in 10 
types, by Gauvreau and Sauriol. The three-digit classes (codes 100 or 
greater) are the parenting units which were the object of their study (e.g. 
310 husband and wife, 320 husband and wife with their children, 330 a 
surviving parent with children...) covering a great majority of households. 
The two-digit classes (<100) are 'non-family' households, including 
boardinghouse, hotels, institutions; these households may include several 
subunits 'families', but for 1881, without explicit relationships are 
difficult to classify. 
 
N records 35, last update 02/06/2021 
    Field Name  Type       Width         
    HHTYPE      Numeric        6    Code for type               
    NHH         Numeric       10    number of households               
    DESCRIBE    Character     40    Category               
               
       
 
OCCUPT80.DBF         
Occupants listed in Ville de Montreal taxroll of June 1880, including 
tenants, owner-occupants, and business occupants. This file reports the 
assessment for rental value and occupations or businesses of the occupants. 
Each entry is keyed (Idlot) to the Roll of properties (Roll1880) and the map 
(Lots1880), which identify the owner of the property. Data were entered to 
computer (2001) from microfilms from volumes in Ville de Montréal, Service 
des archives, where a manuscript version (September 1880) can now be viewed 
on line. 
 
N records: 31122,  last update 05/04/2020   
 
  Field Name  Type  Width      
  IDTENANT    Num       6     Unique identifier of occupant 
  TXPOINT     Num       6     Key maplink householder point            
  IDLOT1880   Num       5     Unique identifier of 1880 lot          
  STREET      Char     40     Street name         
  ADDRNUM     Char      9     Range of house numbers         
  ADDRSUB     Char      9     codes: r=rear h=1/2              
  SURN_TEN    Char     30     Surname of occupant         
  FIRST_TEN   Char     30     Given name of occupant         
  TITLE       Char      6     Title of occupant: Mrs, Hon              
  WIDOW       Char      1     w if widow              
  GENDER      Char      1     f if female              
  OCCUPATION  Char     30     Occupation of occupant if recorded         
  RENT_TOT    Num      15     Total rents, dwelling & business                
  RENT_BUSIN  Num      15     Rent of business space              
  SPOUSENAME  Char     30     Name of husband (of female occupant)              
  DETAILS     Char     60     Extra information: ___         
  IDWARD      Num       2     Numeric code for ward        
  OCC_CODE    Char      3     Occupation of occupant if recorded         
  CMATCH      Char      1     Coded y if match identified in census    
  RENT_DW     Num       4     Dwelling rent (residential)         
  STATLAB     Char      1     Coded for liability for statute labour                      
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The same individual may have been assessed for both a domestic space 
(dwelling) and business or industrial premises. This is common among 
innkeepers, grocers and confectioners; a doctor or notary may assign a room 
in his house. If they are on the same lot, both are included in Rent_tot. 
spaces.    
 
Codes for occupations: see PROFCODE.dbf (applicable 1848-1901) 
Codes for wards: see WARDS81.dbf   
Statlab: Liability for statute labor was contested; applicable to a male 
citizen who did not pay property tax (owner) or reach a minimal level of 
rent. Taxroll in some wards indicates liability 1 (slash) or notes why not 
liable: f female, e estate, v vacant, o overage. Else blank. 
 
OWNERS80.DBF       
The list of owners of property in Ville de Montréal, June 1880, is derived 
from the taxroll of June 1880 (see ROLL1880.dbf) with summation of the 
values and numbers of units they owned. Data were entered to computer (2001) 
from microfilms from volumes in Ville de Montréal, Service des archives, 
where a manuscript version (September 1880) can now be viewed on line.                              
N records 6831, last update 30/12/2015 
  
  Field Name      Type   Width             
    SURN_OWN    Char     40    surname of owner               
    FIRST_OWN   Char     30    given name of owner               
    MAID_NAME   Char     40    Applicable to women owners               
    FIRM_INST   Char     60    Corporate owner standardized spellings          
    PREFIX      Char     15    Titles: mrs, dr, wid, estate...               
    SUFFIX      Char      5    Titles: jr or sr         
    GENDER      Char      1    f for women               
    RELIGION    Char      2    c, p, n for schooltax purpose               
    PROP_VAL    Num      15    Total value of the properties          
    NUM_UNITS   Num       4    Number of units on the properties               
    NUM_ENTRY   Num       3    Number of properties in city  
    OCCUPATION  Char     40    Owner's occupation (individuals) 
    OWNERID     Num       4    Unique identifier of owner, link to ROLL1903                
    TXPOINT80   Num       6    Link to owner's residence mapped to TPOINT         
    TYPE_OWNER  char     16    See codes, applicable to corporate owners  
    SERIAL      Num       6    Census household of owner, link to CFAM1881          
    IDC1881     Num       9    Identies owner in Census of 1881 CPOP1881 
 
TYPE: Owners are categorised as company, government, catholic church, 
protestant church, synagogue, (other) institution.   
  
 
PROFCODE.dbf       
Codes for professions and trades, applicable to MAP files 1848-1903, with 
numbers of household heads Census 1881 and 1901, and occupational status 
(Olevel) appraised from median rent of the occupation-group. These were in 
common use and account for 95% of male householders in taxroll or census to 
1881. The Census of 1901 makes a much more elaborate differentiation of 
occupations. 
 
N records: 248, last update 18/01/2017 
    Field Name  Type Width Dec    
22  OCC_CODE    Char     3       Occupation code FOR trade or profession      
 3  CC          Char     1     Categorized 3 levels, 1 high to 3 low             
 4  KA          Char     1     Katz classes, A high to E low            
 5  LW          Char     1     Lewis classes, selected occupations, A high to F            
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 6  AR          Char     1     Armstrong classes 
 7  CL          Char     1     Olson clusters            
 8  KM          Num      3  1  Centrality (median distance from center km) 
 9  ELEV        Num      2     Feet above river level at midpoint           
10  LMEDRENT01  Num      4  2  Median of rents log10 1901        
11  NHH1901     Num      5     Number of household heads this occ 1901            
12  TITLE       Char    14     Occupation title       
13  MEDRENT61   Num      3     Median rent ($/year) 1861            
14  ECSEC_EN    Char    15     Economic sector title (English)       
15  ECSECNUM    Char     2     Economic sector code       
16  ECSEC_FR    Char    25     Economic sector title (French)            
17  LITERACY    Num      1     Literacy required? 3 essential, 
18  oLEVEL81    Char     1     Olevel 1881, from a high to f low             
19  MEDRENT81   Num      3     Median rent ($) 1881            
20  LMEDRENT81  Num      4  2  Median rent 1881 expressed as log10        
21  NHH1881     Num      5     N of household heads this occ 1881            
24  OLEVEL01    Char     1     Olevel 1901, from 1 low to 6 high            
 
Rents are appraised values from the taxroll. They approximate floor area and 
market rent, were used to determine the assessment for water. The O-level 
groupings are based on median of rents for the year specified. A simpler cut 
(CC) aggregates Olevels 1=A+B, 2=C+D+E, 3=F.  
The titles négociant and merchant were usually high-status; trader low, 
between them dealer, marchand, or commerçant covered a wider range of rent 
and status. 
 
 
ROLECODE.dbf    
Codes for situation of the individual (variable Indsit) in the family 
structure by kinship and generations, with estimated numbers of persons.  
Relationships were evaluated by Danielle Gauvreau and Caroline Sauriol, from 
indexed variables marital status, age, surnames, applied to census of 1881 
population of Montreal and suburbs. As in 1901, where the reponses are 
explicit, a large majority were 'family', and this code can be used to 
classify household types (see HHTYPE.dbf)  
 
N records   10, last update  02/06/1921   
  Field Name  Type       Width      
    INDSIT      Numeric        2                   
    NPERSONS    Numeric       10                   
    DESCRIBE    Character     40    
 
ROLL1880.dbf        
The digital version of the taxroll of Ville de Montréal, June 1880, is  
organized as four files. This portion is the roll of properties with their 
owners, addresses, and valuations identified. See also the array of 
occupants of each property (OCCUPT80.dbf), the table of property owners 
(OWNERS80.dbf). They can be viewed by linking to the shape file set which 
outlines each property on the map (LOTS1880). Key variables for linkage are 
IDLOT80 and IDOWNER. Data were entered to computer (2001) from microfilms 
from volumes in Ville de Montréal, Service des archives, where a manuscript 
version (September 1880) can now be viewed on line.   
  
Number of records: 12233, last update 20/06/2020 
  Field Name  Type  Width         
  IDLOT1880   Num     5      Identifies a lot        
  CADNO       Num     5      Cadastral lot              
  IDOWNER     Num     4      Unique identifier of owner, key to OWNERS80             
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  SUBDIV      Char   10      Portion of cadastral lot      
  SURN_OWN    Char   40      Last name of proprietor (individuals)              
  FIRST_OWN   Char   30      Given name of proprietor             
  FIRM_INST   Char   60      Corporate name standardized for search         
  TITLE       Char    6      Owner: mrs, sir, hon, revd...        
  WIDOW       Char    1      w for widow owner            
  ESTATE      Char    1      e for estate             
  GENDER      Char    1      f for woman owner            
  RELIGION    Char    1      Codes for assignment of school tax               
  PROP_VAL    Num    15      Value ($) including land & buildings             
  STREET      Char   30      Street name standardized         
  NCIV        Char   10      Range of house numbers 
  NUM_UNITS   Num     4      Number of units on the property (home or 
          business), estimated from house numbering 
  RESIDES     Char    5      Owner on premises? y=yes, n=no, or ambiguous           
  OCCUPATION  Char   20      Occupation of the owner   
  DETAILS     Char   50      Comments locational cues and ambiguities            
  IDWARD      Num     2      Administrative ward         
 
Codes for religious affiliation for distribution of schooltax: c catholic, p 
protestant, n neutral. Funds from the 'neutral' panel (banks, railways...) 
were divided between the Catholic and Protestant school commissions in 
proportion to pupil enrollments.  
 
 
SCODE81.dbf 
Geocoding file for assigning addresses to street segments of 1881. It is 
useful over the 1870s and 1880s, with caution for extension of streets, re-
naming, and continual adjustments in house numbering (notably on St Lawrence 
Main).  
N records:  985, last update  10/02/2017 
  
  Field Name  Type  Width           
  STREET      Char     25   Name of street            
  CROSS1      Char     15   Cross street at start                
  CROSS2      Char     15   Cross street at end of range                
  NCIV1       Num       4   Begin range of house numbers                
  NCIV2       Num       4   End range of house numbers                
  X           Char      1   Code a or b                
  WARD        Char      3   Name of ward                
  SEG1881     Char         number of street segment 
  COMMENT     Char     30   Alternative name or lanes included                
   
x: Code a or b indicates a street all of whose addresses fall in a single 
segment.  
Comment: Notes on changes in street names. The entries were made from 
taxroll addresses, and have been applied (in CFAM1881) to recover addresses 
for census families. For corner lots, there may be addresses (entrances) on 
both streets, and with some variations with Lovell's directory. 


